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Attention and Expression: Probing the Depths of Information 

 

 

Abstract 

The so-called “hard problem” of cognitive science, conscious experience, is reassessed to 
identify and characterize factors that make so universal a phenomenon defy ready explanation. 
Semiotic logic of sensate sign-formation developed by Charles S. Peirce is contrasted with the 
linguistically-funded semiology of Ferdinand de Saussure. The former is taken as a more 
adequately comprehensive framework for delineating dialectical emergence of meanings. Based 
on Peirce’s sign typology, a holistic nomenclature, Manifest Orders, denotes topological 
complexity of compounded sign interrelationships. Attention, as semiotic focus of intention, is 
seen as the crucial dynamic by which complex sociocultural ideas are compounded from simpler 
ones, thereby to be communicated via available media vehicles. Ultimately, the problem of 
conscious experience is found to be extremely difficult because empirically, pragmatically, 
conscious experience is understood in terms of semiosis and science is but one of its myriads of 
social constructions. 
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The really hard problem of consciousness is the problem of experience. 
When we think and perceive, there is a whir of information processing, 
but there is also a subjective aspect. . . . Why should physical processing 
give rise to a rich inner life at all? It seems objectively unreasonable that 
it should, and yet it does. If any problem qualifies as the problem of 
consciousness, it is this one. (Chalmers, 1995) 

 

Taking stock 

What is so imponderable about experience? Actually, it’s all that anyone has to work 
with. Especially while pondering! One might as well question, along with Oriental gurus of 
mindfulness, “Why should rich inner life give rise to notions of objectively external physical 
processes at all?” 

And, at root, what is “consciousness”, anyhow, but attentive recollection and anticipation 
of earlier or future attentional moments relative to the present one?! If one isn’t attentionally 
engaged, even if distracted by conflicting interests, or just daydreaming — that is, if one is 
totally unconscious — then how is there any awareness at all about any cognitive state? 

This essay looks at factors that make explaining consciousness so hard. Then it considers 
more deeply how one “makes virtual sense” of actual experiences. Such fundamental distinction 
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is crucial because “making sense” necessarily is accomplished in recurring phases of relational 
consideration. 

For each individual, attention continuously updates conscious potentials from actual 
sensate occurrence. Moment to moment, within a recursively renewing cognitive bricolage, one 
actively, manifestly, always is, actually is present now. 

In that in-/at-tentional now, cognitive states shift, expand or restrict attended focus. They 
revise and reconstrue relational factors to render tentative and schematized realizations to 
working memory. There, similarities and differences are gauged; implications are tested against 
recollections of prior occasions. 

 

 

Figure 1, Attention is dually in-formed 

Attention thus is an ongoing event: it occurs. Its imaginal focus intentionally serves an 
individual body’s active cybernetic nexus of control. (Powers, 1973) Interplaying channels of 
transacting physical energies both effect and animate the living responsiveness of a sentient 
entity. (See Figure 1) But to adequately gauge conscious experience we must switch from 
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concern for the communal generic to focus on the individual particular. This is because 
consciousness is of an individual and is of some-thing. It arises in context. And that context 
typically brings to bear crucially active social factors: how people communicate, what they take 
for granted. 

Social legacies of artifacts, tools, rituals and habits constitute a group’s general, all-
encompassing and commonly-held understanding of likelihoods and possibilities: their social 
culture. Habitually shared patterns of comprehension and behavior gather into a generally 
available “common sense” understanding, a pragmatic paradigm that everyone in the group 
typically uses to interpret situations and to communicate with others. (Jones, 1993) (See Table 1) 

 

 
Table 1, Cultural Orders of Pragmatic Paradigm 

Making sense of the senses, to plumb a mystery 

To help grasp such multi-layered and holistically subtle factors of particular conscious 
experience, consider these facts gathered from an actual incident: 

One December, back in the mid-1970’s, as Associate Professor in Fine Arts, at the 
University of New Orleans, after a very long day of evaluating student portfolios, I finally had 
turned in grade sheets. Handing them in to the Dean’s office marked the completion of my 
official duties for the Fall term. 

In a faculty parking lot near that office, through lingering mental fog that is inevitable 
aftermath of protracted involvement with other people’s work, I strolled toward my car. As I 
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reached to insert the key into the driver-side door of the 1972 Burnished Bronze Iridescent Buick 
Skylark, the first new car I ever purchased from my own earnings, I recall a clear but distinct, if 
decidedly absurd, notion: “My car is lying down. It’s taking a catnap!” 

That moment, in recollection, now seems curiously akin to some James Thurber cartoon 
of flagrantly snoozing dereliction of duty. Momentarily baffled, I struggled for better grasp of the 
situation. 

Despite being hemmed in by a vehicle too closely parked in the adjacent space, I soon 
realized that my Skylark had settled several inches lower than usual. Then I saw that the front 
tire was flat. Not just a little low, but totally deflated. Its lower body spread like a pancake, as if 
it had melted to puddle around the bottom of the wheel hub. And, so too, the back tire was in the 
same desperate state. And, yes, on the other side, those tires likewise were totally, completely, 
emptied! 

Closer inspection found a neat incision, barely perceptible, less than an inch, in the 
sidewall of each of the relatively new tires. They had been slashed! 

I stood up, now alarmed. Obviously, “foul play” had been at work. And directed at me! 
What? Who? Why? I could not immediately call up any sense of who might have such grudge 
against me. Was it a student? A faculty member? Some crazy person? Were they still around? Or 
was there some yet unappreciated premise hidden beneath this onrush of conflicting and 
competing urges to understand, to accuse, to find resolution . . . ? 

Looking about, now both anxiously dazed, as well as foggy, I gazed along another row of 
parked cars some distance away. Then I realized that a campus cop was talking to someone that I 
did not recognize. Probably, they were faculty of some other department. 

Turning in the opposite direction, in the far distance, I saw still another campus police 
officer get up from having squatted to examine someone else’s flat tire. I surmised that several 
other car owners, scattered across the immense lot, were now confronting the same sort of 
unwelcome surprises as my own. 

Indeed, many others had suffered damages that day. We tentatively joined a society of 
similarly unexpected and inadvertent misfortune. And I am quite certain that each went through 
comparable stages and phases of trying to make sense, at that moment, of what had, what then 
was and what yet might be happening. To each of us? To all of us?  

 
 
The logic of making sense 

The nineteenth century American polymath, Charles S. Peirce (pronounced “purse”), 
developed a complex and subtle theory of the logic of meanings. He called it his semeiotic. (But 
his preferred spelling now typically is rendered simply as “semiotic”.) 

By means of an active logic of categories, Peirce both recognizes and characterizes the 
occurrent nature of how we actually derive and use signs to represent, or “stand for” meanings. 
His theory embraces the individual immediacy of actual sensory engagement. It further 
elaborates, as well, the social circumstances through which evolving phases of implication 
mature into more virtual, that is to say, more complex, derivatively compounded and more 
abstract, symbolic structures. (See Figure 2) 
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Figure 2, Complexity in Semiosis 

For Peirce, signs arise, in recurring phases of variously abducted (“guessed”, or 
“intuited”), induced and deduced senses that mature into growing relational richness of 
implication. These burgeoning notions cognitively build through pairings of signification that 
combine into articulate meanings. Basic ones are construed as actual sensory experience, from 
which more complex, virtually generalized ideas may be further elaborated. 

For instance, when initially I discovered that my waiting car was poised considerably 
lower than usual, I wondered: Had it gone to sleep? No, that’s ridiculous. The tires are flat . . . 
No they’ve been slashed! . . . What’s going on here? . . . . 

Cyclic phases of consideration and reconsideration build through interplay of three 
dynamic factors, which Peirce calls  Firstness, Secondness, and Thirdness. These are his names 
for fundamental drivers of semiosis, a triplet of sub-sequent conditions by which one 
progressively infers meaningfulness from sensation. They assert that 

• something must first stand out from its surround. (The sense that my car was somehow 
different.) 

• Next, and only then, may it be grasped in relation to some second factor, which is to say, 
dyadically, in paired interrelationship. (It’s lying down, like a cat, resting?) Such 
secondness conveys seeming correspondence with another thing, a second “object” of the 
first term. 

• Finally, a secondary dyad, that is, still another paired interrelation, is spawned from the 
first pair of somethings. (But that’s silly. Cars don’t sleep.) The second dyad brings into 
play further construction in relation to prior conventional understanding and also stands 
in relation to a third object of inference, a meaning, in some joint triad of implication. 
(The tires are empty . . . they’ve been slashed!) 

 
Also intrinsically evident among these same foundational relations are adjunct notions: 

any second something implies that there must already have been a first; likewise, a third of 
anything implies some preceding first and a sub-sequent second. [These basic holons of 
successive implication are herein referred to as being “sub-sequent”. The word is hyphenated to 
emphasize its respectively holarchic character, beyond the ordinary successive meaning of the 
unhyphenated term “subsequent”.] 

Peirce also recognizes a further triad of sign types. Their interplaying experiential 
characteristics arise through differing roles: icons are somehow like what they represent; indexes 
indicate, or refer to other causally-related sets or categories of signs; and symbols articulate, by 
conventional rules and formulas, the more complex patterns of expression, elaboration and 
understandings that make up social culture. 
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Icons seem the most basic. My initial impression was that my car was lying down, just 
like a cat dozing. Such intuitively realized similarities, however irrelevant they may later prove 
to be, are crucial. They imaginally fund qualities and associations that enrich and characterize 
any sub-sequent meaning. And, as in ancient myths and fables, they can even serve to anticipate 
con-sequences (parallel and holistically interplaying chains of sub-sequent occurrence), through 
meta-phorical prospects, as they prod choices toward fruitful reward or away from painful 
disaster.  

“Metaphor” etymologically is compounded from notions  of “to transfer” and “to bear”. It 
is through such analogically stimulating insights that we intuitively avoid difficulties or find 
bountiful opportunities. For instance, unpleasant memories may warn our appetites away from 
risks without our fully realizing their dangers. 

Significances of analogical similarities also may persist through sociocultural instances of 
evolving sign use. For instance, an upright vertical line, laboriously pecked into Paleolithic rock, 
might have reminded our ancestors, as well as foretelling their ascendence, of dominating 
possibilities of verticality. It was, after all, by way of such upward thrust in posture that our 
forebears literally stood up from a formerly shambling four-limbed gait, to develop swift bipedal 
mobility and ability to scan the far horizons for threats. 

Fleetness of mobility along with improved visual awareness of circumstances also, 
serendipitously, freed up fingers, hands and arms to build yet further skills of throwing, to hunt, 
as well as to dominate and socially domesticate even the most cantankerous bullies. Elevated and 
liberated limbs found that they accurately and skillfully could hurl objects, such as sticks and 
stones. Success in deterring others promoted habituation and refining new kinetic skills. They 
also likely favored more actively assertive reliance upon attention; rather than merely settling 
into passive warning system, it became nexus of challenge-resolving innovation, of refining and 
extending gains. (Bingham, 2001) 

Success encourages innovation of more effective practices, which leads to more acute 
abilities for probing, exploring and refining still further opportunities. Such virtuous circle of 
reinforcement gradually boosts pride of ego. Is it mere chance that even today, at least among 
English-speakers, a similarly upright vertical mark, the “I”, still stands for one’s ego, even to 
boast of being “#1”, celebrated by upwardly pointing index finger waved among fans of 
celebrated contenders who still expertly throw things for a living? 

Robert Johnson’s The Meaning of the Body: Aesthetics of Human Understanding, 
especially in company of Don Tucker’s Mind from Body: Experience from Neural Structure, 
along with E. F. Schumacher’s classic, A Guide for the Perplexed, in concert, all richly convey 
crucially sensory roots of embodied implication and social interaction. (2007, 2007, 1987) 

We still rely directly upon pre-conscious sensate actuality. It informs even social 
conventions. Crucial body-informed memories, through eons of evolved adaptations, have 
habituated into primary behaviors, even to fashion more complex virtual schemas of 
representation. Chapter four of Tucker’s account of brain function, especially, discusses 
explicitly sub-sequent pattern states of neural process. Those recursive patterns of repeatedly 
activated cortical layers seem likely candidates for how a physiological nervous system might 
enact semiotic moments of Firstness, Secondness and Thirdness. 
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Notions gather from lesser senses 

Arthur Koestler’s The Ghost in the Machine and Janus: A Summing Up introduce the 
term  holon, which means “wholes enacting functions that together enact still greater wholes”. 
(1969, 1978) This fundamentally organic concept of function is found throughout living nature, 
where biological forms elaborate from cumulative constituents that ultimately yield human 
physiology, for instance, as depicted in Figure 1. 

A related term, holarchy, conveys a nested hierarchy of such holons, possibly many tiers 
deep. Stuart A. Kauffman’s A World Beyond Physics: The Emergence and Evolution of Life 
further explores immense potentials for emergent realization that build from  diversely 
interacting holarchic systems. (2019) Kauffman thereby extols a “non-mystical holism”, a 
relational unity of awareness that fosters ever more adequately virtual comprehension of all there 
is, was or ever may be. 

Down through generations, humans have worked and communicated within social groups 
to sustain their own, as well as the greater group’s cycles of living. At first, by vehicles of 
gesture and voice, then by adding to their sociocultural media repertoire physical renderings of 
more enduring graphic iconic representation: tattoos, scarification and rock drawings. Such 
delineated constructions first were conventionally socialized into more adequate conveyances of 
pictographs and hieroglyphs that then further evolved into highly virtualized and efficient 
indexical sign systems of phonetic writing. 

Peirce’s triadic dialectic of Firstness, Secondness and Thirdness demonstrates how such 
recursive cycles of implication are able to build from icons and indexes to ultimately inform 
diverse symbolic systems of meaningful accomplishment. Individuals still assimilate current 
sociocultural understandings, which they modify within their own personal circumstances. Each 
person, potentially, acts as roaming sentient probe of experiential possibility for their own 
respective sociocultural group, and its respective subgroups. 

Another, somewhat different, semiotic framework was proposed by Swiss linguist 
Ferdinand de Saussure. His semiology emphasizes language. It has featured prominently in the 
latter-day rise of European structuralist and deconstructionist critiques of human social 
experience. But Saussure’s two-termed “dyadic” semiology fails to address basic, pre-linguistic, 
levels of sensory implication, except as values subsequently rendered in terms of language.  

Identifying sensory basics as the origins of actual “sense-making” — that are missing 
from Saussure’s “dyadic” semiology — makes Peirce‘s “triadic” semiotic more comprehensive 
and adequate to a full spectrum of experiential possibilities. In Peirce’s account, it is from 
individually sensate origins, by systematic logic of sign-making, that language socially emerges. 

In thinking of how signs work, keep in mind that actually they are not “things”. 
Inevitably, signs occur. They originate dynamically as interacting patterns among neural events. 
Cognitively they bring relational efficiency through referencing tokenization. A token 
conveniently and efficiently “compresses” complicated relational schemas among multiple 
factors into single sign reference. Thus, signs manage to transcend hard-wired cognitive 
limitations of working, or sequential, memory. A single sign token can both refer to and direct 
cognitive access into subordinate collections of sub-sequent signs that inform its meaning. 

Nerves fire along linked networks like harmonizing musical notes, at various frequencies. 
They send forth pulsed bursts in concert for brief durations that are transmitted along branching 
pathways, to be switched among various zones of different brain sectors and across cerebral 
layers to incite yet further constellations of rhythmic outburst. 
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Each sign thus actually comprises rhythmic patterns of occurrence. It represents a 
complex happening. Moment to moment, neural signals that correspond with other patterns of 
nerve action persist for a given period. They overlap those excited in the previous moment, and 
they linger on into the next. Mutually, such temporal overlap fosters a sense of transition across 
successively discrete instants of semiotic formation. It contributes to an overriding sense of 
attentive continuity that persists through renewing focus across distinctly separate moments. 

Such signals also, in concert, and by repeated cycles of adaptation, adjust and tune 
associated nerve-weights. Those tunings govern further filtering of relevant memories. Hence, 
the internal sense of attentively articulating savvy that acts and persists across inner time 
duration. Such defiance of C4 expectations mystifies Chalmers and so many others, even as in 
their own respective attentional moments of inquiry they, too, personally and semiotically thrive 
in exuberantly-abiding attentional dynamics. 

Earlier, simpler realizations may be inductively synthesized into more complex virtual 
concepts. By familiarization, such virtualized constructs are further tokenized into mediated 
signs and elaborated into even more diversely conditional implications, as, for example, when 
rules of evidence and argumentation become tokenized into “the law”. Thus made persistently 
portable, whether as memories or explicitly vested in some media vehicle, tokenized signs are 
readily wielded, able to invoke other signs, and to be communicated across groups and into 
attending cognitive processes of others. 

 
 
When language obscures 

Physiological sensation is itself dynamic and rhythmic, but the noun-heavy bias of Indo-
European languages dissipates sense of action into freighted transactions among inertial agents. 
Active and vivid grasp of rhythmically expressive resonance among actual events is suppressed 
in favor of purely nominal focus upon loci entities that effect transitive classes of transfer and 
domination. 

Noun-laden habits of thought in daily communication similarly diminish any vivid sense 
of dynamic occurrence. This abiding discrepancy, prominent in Western languages, to promote 
overtly virtual statics of being over actual dynamics of becoming, may be why crucial cognitive 
functions of attention for so long generally have been ignored. 

But even physics now seems to awaken to crucial rhythms of attentional dynamics. From 
David Bohm’s Wholeness and the Implicate Order to Lee Smolin’s Einstein’s Unfinished 
Revolution: The Search for What Lies Beyond the Quantum, the actual framework of experience 
increasingly is understood to be process-relational dynamics. (1980; 2019a) And as Bohm’s 
colleague, physicist F. David Peat points out in his Blackfoot Physics: A Journey into the Native 
American Universe (said by The New Scientist to be the modern version of The Tao of Physics), 
structural patterns of our linguistic forms are found to be inescapably coloring and prejudicing 
the kinds of ideas that seem “natural” within Western culture. (2005) 

As indicated in Table 1, nascent dynamics of awareness now resonate at the verge of an 
emerging paradigmatic plateau, C5. In it, feedback-responsive cybernetic and artificially 
adaptive communications media gradually displace or control power and signal devices. Those 
“old ways” were formed and ritualized during the preceding C4 “Modern” technological 
flowering of causally-linear, mechanically-framed and bureaucratically organized social culture. 
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But distributed ledger technologies (DLT) and robotized work scenarios promise to radically 
revise even foundational notions of sociocultural belonging. 

But our sentences still favor ideas of persisting identities. Such relatively static inertial 
agents are presumed to endure even as they accommodate to change. And such narrative 
generally renders accounts of action and occurrence by signs of objects that act upon still other 
objects. These language-reductive oversights and consequent misconstructions of Saussurean 
Indo-European biases seem to proliferate. Their presumptive insistence is implicit in assertions 
like that made by Chalmers, cited above: “When we think and perceive, there is a whir of 
information processing . . . .” 

That specific notion of conventional symbol-laden information processing by linear 
Turing machine carries a decidedly Saussurean, rather than Peircean, view of cognition. It 
ignores, as largely irrelevant, actual sensation as formative matrix of holarchic semiosis. It 
presumes a data-mineable convenience of tokenized and flattened symbol sets to be basis of all 
meaningfulness. But abundant clues point to more dynamically complex sub-sequent and 
emergent phases of cognitively virtualizing representation. 

Of course, coherent and adequate discussion of such matters is immensely challenging. 
Explanation necessitates that we “keep track of keeping track of associative events that depend 
upon still other patterns and corresponding prospects that likely occur among still further 
networks of associative events”! Such Augean task promises only a demanding, switchbacked 
and labyrinthine slog through many dimensions of reference. 
 
 

Probing actual recollections 

For instance, standing by my auto that late afternoon, my initial “Thurber moment” was 
one of abduction. In dawning Firstness, I had no discrete grasp, but merely sensed that there was 
some kind of difference at hand. Ordinary expectations then gathered into my attentionally foggy 
drift of mental exhaustion. Through it, sensory premonition alerted me that something definitely 
was askew, that my car had somehow settled lower than usual. Then intuitive abduction made an 
attentional stab toward perhaps the simplest explanation, no matter how absurd, that “it had gone 
to sleep and was merely taking a catnap”. 

Probably it was the vagueness of my post-semester drift, drained of resolute intention, 
that admitted such ridiculous conjecture. Had I been in the midst of a serious project that 
required focused thinking, newly dawning awareness might have needed to rise to a more jolting 
crescendo to interrupt dedicated attentive focus, to convey that my key had somehow missed its 
accustomed location of target keyhole and that matters somehow were awry. 

Next came a novel flood of sensations that quickly matured into deliberate sign 
processes. I ignored my butt bumping into the adjacently parked vehicle as I leaned precariously 
to see a rather bewildering “puddle” of tire rubber at the bottom of my front left wheel. Then I 
found that the rear left also was abjectly flat. “But no, the abducted notion of puddle makes no 
sense. They have not melted.” 

Deduction working at Thirdness, sent abduction back to come up with something more 
apt, which matured into explanatory prospect at Secondness, followed by sub-sequent conjecture 
at Thirdness: “air has totally escaped, then it must be totally deflated. There is no air pressure at 
all”. I next found that all four tires were in the same collapsed condition. Another round of 
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Firstness, Secondness, and Thirdness led to still further bouts as I speculated at socially higher 
orders of relational complexity, “Who might want to slash my tires”? 

Then, a new percolation of Firstness matured into more socially-oriented Secondness: I 
spot police officers engaging with others in the distance. My attention arrives at a new 
explanatory level of Thirdness: prospect that all have encountered similar circumstances as I. 
That round somewhat relieves my initial apprehension. I deduce that I must be part of some 
larger and inadvertent social set. At least it isn’t just me, alone, being menaced!  

I won’t go through all the subsequent rounds of attentional construction that carried on 
for several hours, through a much later sunset scene, and on into late night. We milled and 
mulled about, across that immense parking lot — it originally had been paved as a landing strip 
for a Naval Air Station during World War II. Where once submarine-spotters took off on 
surveillance missions, now yellow and blue lights flashed from service tow trucks interspersed 
with police cruisers and auto tire supply vans. Campus and New Orleans police officers filled out 
printed paper forms. Meanwhile student-worker minions hurried about to fetch and deliver tools 
and messages. Back and forth, they rushed among the several incidents under investigation, as 
urged and directed by various officials. We all collaborated to plumb this mystery, through 
widely disposed states and stages of attentional engagement, including some decidedly distracted 
moods of disinterest. Collectively, however clumsily, we plied toward some consensual 
resolution, among inconvenient actualities, that also happened to move a substantial inventory of 
new tires. 

 
 

Teasing out the attentional orders 

But there is still another kind of factor within conscious experience. Beyond Peirce’s 
characterizations of Firstness, Secondness, and Thirdness — and apart from, but intimately 
engaged with, subtle transitions among emergent phases of sign formation — there is a matter of 
topological complexity. (See Figure 2 and Table 2) Attention elaborates through cognitive 
“orders of relational configuration”. In those respectively dimensioned topological contexts, 
configurations of connection and correspondence holarchically are compounded along a gradient 
from simpler to more complex ideas. 
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Table 2, Manifest Orders of relational complexity 

(The three-numeral values of the right column correlate to Peirce’s 10-phase typology.) 
 
In Peirce’s basic dynamic, relational pairs coalesce and mature into a triadic phase of 

meaningful sign. Such elaborations are most directly evident among the most basic (First) 
structural triads of manifest sensation. There, attending separate M0 features detects dyadic 
relationships construed at M1. One local occurrence and then a second different local occurrence 
induces formation of a more mature and sub-sequent dyadic sign of their mutual 
interrelationship: path, line, action, correspondence, distance or effect are just some of the 
possible M1 “senses” compounded out of M0 attentionally related features. (See Table 2 and 
Note 111* ) 

Similarly, several M1 paths or “vectors” of relational effect may be sub-sequently 
construed in context of a greater, comprehending M2 configuration. And several of those 
explicitly planar configurations may further compound into a still greater holarchic M3 “sense” 
of some explicitly volumetric and substantial object. Informed by sub-sequently attended holons 
at M2, M1 and MO, their compounded sense at M3 attentionally matures into enduring sense of 
object entity. Such “enduring” sense necessarily elaborates through a still greater cognitive 
dimension of causal contingency where changes occur, or don’t. An object’s uniquely temporal 
M4 history of causal events further builds through still higher process spaces needed to account 
for Manifest Orders of attentional focus. (Jones, 2017) Evidence of such topological elaboration 
has been discovered among neurally networked relational cliques and cavities that seem to 
accord with cognitive dimensionality. ( Reimann, et al., 2017) 

                                                
 

111* denotes that the primal actual unity in variety of M0 culminates in a virtual (mythic) 
articulate unity of complementing oppositions at M10: fury/peace, good/evil, right/wrong . . . . 
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But a further triadic promotion of Firstness, Secondness  and Thirdness seems also to 
operate across each triplet grouping of the basic scale of attentional orders. (See the grouping of 
meta-triads along the rightmost column of Table 2)  

For instance, from the “object” sense that culminates at M3 of the structural triad, an 
elemental sense of agency, that of direct “material cause”, construes at M4. Similarly, as those 
M4 dyads elaborate cybernetic feedback into periodic states of adaptive change at M5, they 
further culminate into sense of intention, of favoring or avoiding specific options, at M6. 
Interplay of differing causal intentions sub-sequently affords basis for the next meta-triad of 
orders, M7, where communication to convey or to camouflage intentions semiotically occurs. 
Sign use further elaborates into M8, collaboration with other social agents to accomplish joint 
intentions. And collaboration culminates at M9, where sociocultural projects and imaginaries are 
pondered and tested to further confidence in their universality as testament to some group’s 
pragmatic paradigm (until, by later evaluation at M9, such testimony may be pragmatically 
discredited). 

Attentional process does not end while consciousness prevails. It merely shifts focus 
among contending urgencies and threads of competing intentions. Each of its triadic phases 
renews and elaborates through relational dialectics to respectively form and mature new 
betokening triads. And each sub-sequent triad, emergent from earlier ones, builds toward sub-
sequent triplet renderings of sign, object and interpretant that, attentionally, is the actual rich 
inner life challenged by Chalmers. 

 
 
Narrative complications 

Where suitable communications media are available, such cognitive constructions are 
shared with others within a social group’s pragmatic paradigm. Through social exchanges, more 
complex “tokenized” meanings, via signs, typically grow more generally familiar. 

Dynamic psyche thus gradually is revealed to be the semiotically resonant bio-social 
engine/generator of meaningfulness. Its primary active order, M1-attendance, manifests through 
directly linear and recursive compoundings of fractally-evolving signifiiers. (See Figures 2 and 
3) 

Regardless of attentional order, experience comprises successive actual moments. Any 
project, however complex, is articulated in terms of stage-dependent chains of successive 
elaboration. Each moment offers dual occasion of both sub-sequent referential-relational 
construction, and an accompanying expansion through further semiosis. 

Figure 3, itself, is, of course, a media-tokenized signifier for M2 attendance. The M1 
interrelations it graphically renders occur within a planar topology depicted in digital simulation 
of a printed page. But actual M1 moments are experienced as successively linear. They are sub-
sequently tokenized into successive stages, as indicated at the lower level of the figure. 

In terms of the notation given in Table 2,  Manifest Orders, my initial “Thurber moment” 
arose in a semiotic glimmering of Firstness: the target keyhole was not at its accustomed level. 
That M1 focus evoked an abducted M6 notion that my car was somehow intentionally lying 
down to doze in a catnap. Such fatuous intuition immediately was dismissed at M9, which 
compared familiar circumstances of intended M6 behavior pattern: cars are passive machines, 
typically attended at M4. They don’t manifest such complex intentions as do cats, nor do they 
exhibit biological sleep cycles typically attended at M5. 
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Figure 3, M1 Complexity 

Then back to focus at M1 where I see that the tire is flat, then up to M2 where I am 
astonished that it is indeed extremely flat, spread out on the pavement. Then to M3 where I check 
on the wheel objects at the other two corners of my auto machine-object to witness all its wheels. 
I find that all four are similarly, radically indisposed. 

The foregoing sequence of actual realizations, of widely divergent referential complexity, 
describes cognitive focal states that occurred within a few seconds. But as I now recall them, I 
imaginatively resurrect not just those bygone states, but also further, more virtualized sub-
sequent realizations and phases of attentional behavior — likening that initial realization to a 
James Thurber cartoon, for instance. Those latter-day “add-ons”, in turn, imaginatively recall and 
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elicit still more complex schemas: relationally elaborated signs that are only distant cousins of 
my formerly immediate direct sensory states.  

Such attempt, to “keep track of keeping track of associative events that depend upon still 
other patterns and prospects of further associative events”, cited earlier as a signal difficulty, 
largely occurs among attentionally competing sets of signs at M7. There, one uses them virtually 
to communicate, to “explain conscious experience”, for instance. Competing levels of 
interpretation, vying simultaneously for presentational attention, are what make accounting for 
conscious experience so tricky and the graduated notation of Manifest Orders useful. 

Attention itself, as Koestler suggests, is Janus-like. It presents as dual visage of intent — 
both outwardly and inwardly directable. As an aspect of intention it is itself attended at M6, but 
is rooted in bio-physiological cybernetic processes that are attended at M5. But responsively 
attentive signs of intent, when manifest in others, as well as in self, are construed at M6. 
Typically they are reified into some virtualized narrative of supposed purpose, even as one 
attempts to detect any external symptoms of deceit that may belie another’s actual purposes. 

 At M7, for instance, in the UNO parking lot, sociocultural signs and symbols ranged 
from blue and yellow flashing lights to logos on service trucks and paper forms being filled out 
by pen or pencil-wielding police officers. At M8, officers and their student worker assistants 
collaborated with each other, conversing with aggrieved victims as busy service attendants sold 
and changed tires to “resolve the situation and to begin exploring its causes, as well as to discern 
whom might be held liable”. At M9, we all must have wondered why is all this happening? What 
is going on and why? Surely there must be an explanation that makes ultimate sense!  

And even further, as attended cosmic spectacle, at M10: Wow! This is amazing! Look at 
all this frantic activity, most of it is being ignored within the brouhaha cascade of multilevel 
human affairs playing out against a cinematically radiant backdrop of magnificent clouds, 
abloom in golden lights of a sunset across Lake Pontchartrain, far above punctuating flashes of 
blue and yellow fireflies scattered below, to interplay with sounds of distant frivolity from the 
amusement park going strong along Pontchartrain Beach, just beyond the northern campus 
boundary, all below traversed overhead by contrails of high-flying jet liners headed elsewhere. 
Cue the orchestra, please! 

 
 
Imaginal emergence of paradigm 

The first three relational orders M1..M3 are structural. In such terms analysis and 
understanding of 3D form factors embody and distinguish among proto-geometries of patterned 
features of substantial matter, as well as their ecological placements and configurations.  

But even seemingly durable material objects change. A second meta-triad of ascending 
orders intuits from prior experience likely causes (as presumed in a social culture’s prevailing 
paradigm of understanding). Individually, we perceive such causal change in terms of 
successively attended states. Possibility of future instances of 3D forms anticipates states of 
change, to evoke a next higher, temporal context of attentive focus: M4, the causal actual. That 
more complex order gauges and evaluates changes that occur among physical manifestations. 

In his treatise, Perspective as Symbolic Form, Erwin Panofsky details how insights and 
realizations among artists of the early Renaissance penetrated into public awareness. (1991) 
Once active within the pragmatic paradigm of the era, those insights fostered a ubiquitous sense 
of coherent space-time framework. That artistic prelude later made plausible Renee Descartes’s 
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innovation of a universally applicable coordinate system and his method of analytic geometry. 
And it was in those terms that Newton was able to postulate universal laws of motion and causal 
mechanical effect.  

Similarly, in our own era, as cybernetic devices permeate our cultural surroundings, we 
grow increasingly attuned to artificially responsive circumstances. We now take for granted 
devices that auto-adapt to our preferences. Such adaptive cybernetic networks attentionally 
arouse C5 schizo-tribal affiliations to challenge earlier C4 presumptions of determinatively static 
personal identitities. At C5, both individuals and their respective sociocultural groupings 
mutually and tentatively accommodate to demands of a circumstantial moment. (See Table 1) 

 
 
Outcomes and Con-sequences 

Much later, I learned that academic stress and disappointment at having failed a crucial 
qualifying exam had incited an angry graduate student to key the paint of the first vehicle he had 
assaulted. He recognized it as belonging to his major professor. 

Still not satisfied at the damage inflicted by gouging its paint, he had slashed its tires with 
a box cutter he happened to have because earlier he had been packing for end-of-semester travel. 
Then, on the way to his own vehicle, in a student area at the far end of the former airstrip, it had 
dawned on him that his professor might easily guess who had so ravaged his car. Suddenly he 
realized he would be arrested and charged! Panicked, en route to his means of escape, he had 
sought to confuse implications that might identify him as culprit. He randomly slashed tires of 
additional cars parked along the way to his own. 

Perhaps in anxiety he failed to grasp a flaw in his initially abducted impulse to flee and to 
confound. Had he adequately thought through likely implications of his actions, at M8, he might 
then have taken the trouble to also scar the paint of at least some of the other randomly chosen 
cars with the same degree of outraged purpose that ultimately so directly implicated him as the 
culprit. 

It was the fact that only a single vehicle manifested damaged paint that led someone to 
speculate what might have happened. They induced from locations of sub-sequent incidents 
apparent along a linear route attended at M1, away from the worst damage, by abducting options, 
tentatively, to probe parallel chains of sub-sequent likelihood. Their con-sequent Firstness, 
Secondness and Thirdness derivations imaginally worked toward a conjecture that at M7 was 
found plausible to all. It quickly led police to arrest and charge the offending malefactor. And 
upon further deliberation at M9 of implications discussed among several levels of academic 
committee and administrators in collaborative discourse at M8, the student not only failed that 
semester’s coursework, he was expelled and banished from the academic community. I do not 
know what civil or criminal con-sequences followed. 

 
 
Academic hissing contests 

Ironically, at the launch of our fledgling Department of Fine Arts, we found ourselves 
sharing office space and clerical services with the already established Department of Philosophy. 
Within the first week I learned, at M9, of well-considered and freely shared professional 
opinions that such non-discursive enterprises as studio art training had no place within a Liberal 
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Arts curriculum. Usually, I countered, however weakly, my own conviction that any practice that 
is able to foster knowledge and appreciation of relational value merits academic study. 

Thank you, though, professors of philosophy, for your memorably engaging and tolerant 
good humor in the face of such non-Saussurian interlopers as we. While some of the philosophy 
faculty actually were very supportive of our efforts, others most vehemently were not. With them 
I argued, often, it seemed at the time. But in retrospect, probably it was only as frequently as 
reasonably might be expected among cohorts so devoted to M9 investigation, elaboration and 
validation. 

What now I am certain that they had overlooked — largely because of intrinsic and 
traditional biases of  Indo-European language, compounded in Saussure’s Cartesian embrace of 
exclusively linguistic factors of sign function — were crucial rhythmic and sensate fundamentals 
that universally pervade human meaningfulness. 

Floyd Merrell’s Peirce, Signs and Meaning, especially along with a workbook he 
produced for students, Change through Signs of Body, Mind, and Language, presents an 
excellent introduction to the crucially embodied sensory character of elemental human sign-
making, as well as to Peirce’s subtle and thorough rendering of its prospective nuances. (1997; 
2000) And Robert W. Preucel’s Archaeological Semiotics presents an accessible treatment, both 
of the differences between theories of Peirce and Saussure, as well as the decided advantage 
Peirce brings to evaluation and interpretation of human enterprises and their artifacts. (2006) 

At the time, my own defensive gambits arose more from intuition — Peircean abduction 
— that earlier had guided me to abandon previous aspirations toward a career in advanced 
physics, in favor of study of fine art print graphics, specifically, and of expressive media, 
generally. I embraced fine arts, stimulated by the startling images of early European modern 
artists — Pablo Picasso, Paul Klee, Wassily Kandinsky and so on. 

Their paradigmatic renovations culminate in the attentionally curious logic of Marcel 
Duchamp. He forever subverts any complacent utility at M7 by intentional disregard of the use 
function of a urinal. Exhibiting it as an artwork, under the name “R. Mutt 1917” he thereby 
accentuates its sculptural aspect in function made attentional. Such endeavors seemed to me to 
resonate with astonishing observer-dependent findings in relativity and quantum mechanics, 
“beyond immediate grasp”. I set out to study and explore expressive origins and possibilities of 
graphic media in print, electronic and digital vehicles. 

It then seemed evident — and my later investigations found it generally confirmed — 
that, as met in the development of every infant, at every stage of growth, from early childhood 
into elderly adult, sense of value originates, not in highly virtualized structures of language nor 
with socially-articulated and media-borne symbol systems, but in behavioral con-sequences of 
actual physiological encounters. 

Touching, feeling, moving, hearing, smelling, amid the body’s total kinesthetic 
immanence of actual motive potential, set the actual terms of all that anyone may know or 
imagine. To adequately comprehend basics of such embodied semiosis firsthand, one should 
undertake disciplined study of an actual art form: perhaps descriptive drawing, or maybe learn to 
execute and choreograph coherent programs of dance movement, or to play percussion or other 
musical instrument really well, maybe to extemporaneously explore ecstatic saxophone riffs . . . . 

These assertions are not made facetiously. Study of actual aesthetic factors, of 
deliberately engaged sensory attentiveness, brings into conscious focus a more astute 
appreciation for and more certain semiotic grounding in the inescapable relevance of pre-
conscious factors of sentience. Traditionally, those subliminal basics largely have been ignored 
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in “readin’, writin’, ‘rithmetic” pedagogy where educational accomplishment finds only 
linguistic residues that are virtually displaced many attentional orders from actual embodied 
sense-making. 

Having crossed the verge of C4<•C5, social imaginaries accommodate to a mythic sort of 
knowing, evident at M10. Given that M5<•M6 is attentional pivot of actual/virtual implication, 
knowing-as-construct thereby elaborates into explicate/implicate relational complements: 

• empirically produced reductive explanation / 
• aesthetically reduced productive expression. 

Seven primary relational orders, M0..M6, characterize the structural and causal factors of 
experience. They semiotically found, as well as fund, the upper meta-triad of social forms, 
M7..M9, where implicitly they in-form culturally virtualized patterns of abstract transaction. But 
it is in the social dimensions of the respective arts that actual sensate attentional curiosity itself 
collaboratively is refined. There it is honed and implications further elaborated. Artist, critic and 
audience collaboratively work through ritualized venues at M8 to promote candidate 
performances into, or dissuade them from, more universal validation at M9, perhaps even to 
approach cosmically expressive embrace of M10. 

Sensate variety funds, through Peircean sub-sequent derivations, M7 semiotic processes 
of artistic sociocultural extrapolation. Canonical media forms, which respectively correspond to 
actual relational orders, pragmatically engender practices among several artistic domains. It is 
within those arenas that an artist, individually and socially shaman-like, works as roaming 
creative probe of sociocultural possibility, to feel out likelihoods of enhanced expression. 

Sensuously manifest M0 qualities afford attentional engagement. Through actual sensate 
media an artist prods and probes to extend and renovate structural/causal pragmatics of 
sociocultural paradigm. Various attentional expressions of embodied rhythmicity — for example, 
respectively, in traditions of drawing, painting, sculpture/architecture, music, dance and literature 
—  may be performed at 

• M1, to graphically render linear interrelations in configurations of features; 
• M2, to modulate M1 compositions into textural fields of planar color; 
• M3, to model M2 textural qualities into sculpted volumes of void/substance; 

• M4, to interweave relational dynamics of acoustic and other sensory domains; 
• M5, to choreograph kinetics of responsive encounter and interactive spectacle; and 

• M6, to speak, or write, of contending intentions as dramatic contingencies. 
 

 
Beyond sensory evidence 

Far from academic hissing contests, it remains to be seen whether further attentional 
orders, not yet culturally manifest, through technical potentials of augmenting artificial 
intelligence (AI) technologies may open to enable our progeny to probe semiotic potentials 
beyond virtualized prospects that now become paradigmatically evident, beyond the former 
constraints of C4. 
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Theoretical physicist Lee Smolin offers a profound revision of such vistas. He calls it a 
causal theory of views. Smolin does not overtly cite Peirce, but looks farther back, to Leibniz’s 
Monadology, which also presumably affected Peirce’s semiotic theory. Smolin’s audacious 
narrative of causal views probes implications that also seem at work in Peirce’s categories of 
Firstness, Secondness and Thirdness. Those factors of articulated specificity permeate and 
construe Smolin’s rendering of our cosmos of experience as networks of relationally unique 
(semiotic?) viewpoints. In Smolin’s words, 

 
It was immediately clear that the protagonist of this new story is the 

view. That is, the basic variables are nothing but the views of the universe 
seen from each event. So I began by fashioning an approach to physics in 
which these views are fundamental, rather than derived from a more basic 
structure. In this new perspective, the fundamental laws involve directly only 
the views and their differences. I call this theory the causal theory of views. 

The view of an event is nothing but the information available to it 
from its causal past. The view into the past of an event is like the sky; it is 
what you see when you look around. Because the speed of light is finite, 
looking around means looking back, into your past. The view of an event, as I 
use the word here, is entirely real and has nothing to do with opinion. In the 
theory I am describing, what is real and objective in the world is the 
information available at each event making up the history of the world, 
coming to that event from its causal past. (2019b) 
 
Classical physics, product of C4 sociocultural paradigm, delineates a notion of 

mechanically and spatially ubiquitous causality that historically has emerged through 
collaborative discourse at M7, M8 and M9. Its articulated relational factors were felt to more 
adequately express a then emergent C4 paradigm than the classical legacy of C3. At C4 we 
shared presumptions of mechanically controllable Nature, attended at M4 as being made up of 
purely M3-attended objectively Aristotelian things. 

Those materially objective structures empirically could be generically represented in 
explicit sign-borne reductive logics of math-physics. But later compounding of such signs 
through Einstein’s tentative elaborations at M5 incorporated a new and surprisingly unwieldy 
factor (at least for the old Cartesian reductively protesting mechanized framework): the adaptive 
entity of an observer, each of which brought into play their own unique circumstantial 
particularity. Simultaneously, at the sub-atomic level, observer-dependent factors also sub-
sequently brought into focus astonishingly persistent inconsistencies and contradictions of the 
then most-trusted C4 paradigm. 

Now Smolin’s vision (in light of those expounded by Leibniz and Peirce) touts causal 
networks of views that ascribe haecceity, “the status of being of a uniquely particular nature”, to 
every actual event. This is a notion that, in his collected essays Creative Experiencing, 
philosopher Charles Hartshorne identifies as crucially evident in the process-relational 
metaphysics of Alfred N. Whitehead, Peirce, Bergson and others. (2011) It asserts that there is 
no event outside of some unique observational context. It acquiesces to prospects that objectivity 
is no more than imaginal notions of objectively external physical processes, virtual 
compoundings of actual sentience. 
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To depict the cosmos by such terms, through particularized causal views, seems 
tantamount, semiotically, to explaining the conscious experiences that may be attended within it!  
Smolin, it thus seems, now offers a corollary M5-attending compound of math-physics sign 
structure. It unites relativistic and quantum discursive domains within a greater discourse of 
observer experience. If found consistent at M9, being accepted among that peer subculture, then 
through further collaborations at M8, it may displace legacy repertoires of spatialized 
sociocultural presumptions. 

 
 
Future vistas 

In parallel with Kauffman’s depictions of complex systems of “non-mystical holism”, 
such paradigmatic revision opens onto cosmological holarchy so broadly engaged that general 
human sociocultural prospects emphatically cross the M4<•M5 threshold that distinguishes C4 
from C5. (See Table 1) 

Hopefully, also we may finally depart bleakly deconstructed shambles of lingering C4 
Saussurian/Cartesian conceits. Perhaps even to begin to resolve schizo-tribal anxieties that 
currently seem so politically inflamed in sensitivities to perceived affronts of individual 
circumstantial particularity. 

Already, rapidly evolving augmented/virtual reality (AR/VR) video games and other 
entertainments point toward C5 economically-viable platforms of tele-transaction. By such 
technologies, the actual becomes virtual, and vice versa: Marcel Duchamp’s cosmically imaginal 
rendering becomes everyday real. Such observer-participant formats also afford actual venues 
for social reintegration of aesthetically astute, sentient skills development. Already they 
incorporate communally-engaged performance rewards. 

In conjunction with distributed ledger (DLT) and AI technologies, pan-global AR/VR 
experiential platforms may then work to stimulate latent C6 prospects: pseudo-sensorial 
grounding of further collaborative and communally-embodied but artificially-consensed 
intelligence systems. From there, human-modulated cognitive prosthetics, augmented by 
artificial general intelligence (AGI), perhaps may auspiciously evolve. 

But all will depend upon whether, and how, we choose to pay attention. Human foibles 
and misadventures aside, conscious experience universally and semiotically seems vested in 
intrajectory (virtual) con-sequence of extrajectory (actual) sub-sequences. 

If so, then, at C6, intention is made imaginal; R. Mutt’s legacy of 1917 may yet sub-
sequently elaborate through non-biotic substrates of artifice, to further attend intentions asserted 
amid circumstantial particularities of transhuman beings. At C7, supra-consortiums emerge 
through meta2-triadic polities of semiotic likelihood, to open into C8 collaborations among 
trans-categorical entities that ponder consensus at C9 about universal conditions of knowing. 
Does that final estate ultimately resolve into C10? Stay attuned. 
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